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Appendix 3 

Friday 27/10/23 12:22 

Hi Leanne 

I think the exception for non profit charities and community groups is very welcomed. On the basis 

they are exempt this also takes away the issue with volunteers helping needing the DBS checks. It 

would be good in the policy to list CIC alongside charities as this is a recognised way of being a not 

for profit.  

With this policy change and a change to our market ownership essentially to formalise as a 

community group we could continue Norton Green Market without incurring the charges. 

Thanks so much for taking on board the VCSE sector and I welcome the policy changes and hope 

cabinet agree. 

Thanks 

Helen  

 

Friday 27/10/23 15:30 

Leanne 

Thank you v. much for this & for taking on board our concerns about the voluntary sector.  Your 

amendments seem to cover my concerns about church grounds, PTA fairs in school grounds etc.  I’m 

consulting my fellow Members & Clerk of my par. council about the effect of our annual village fair 

on Egglescliffe Village Green. 

John 

 

From: Leanne Maloney-Kelly <Leanne.Maloney-Kelly@stockton.gov.uk>  

Sent: Friday, October 27, 2023 10:43 AM 

To: Licensing Admin (ES) <Licensing@stockton.gov.uk> 

Subject: SBC Consent Street Trading Policy Review  

Hello, 

Thank you for responding to the recent consultation on Consent Street Trading, and for providing 

your contact details, to receive updates on the progress of the policy. Responses to the consultation 

have been considered and changes made to the draft policy, the most significant changes are 

around: 

 

Pg3. Activities are exempted from street trading control by this policy and include: 

• Trading by a registered charity or recognised association or other non-profit 

making organisation 

• Non-profit / fundraising trading taking place within a church or educational 

grounds e.g., church fates, school festivals and PTA events 
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Pg 8 and Pg 19 DBS requirements and a convictions policy to explain the reasoning around DBS 

check 

Fees are still to be determined, the draft policy if going before the general licensing committee in 

November, Cabinet in December and Council in January. 

The statutory consultation has closed, but I would welcome any additional comments on the 

updated draft document, including any comments if you did not agree with the proposal, but the 

changes to policy now mean your concerns have been addressed and if you now support the 

proposal 

 

I would be grateful for any comments by 3 November 2023 

Regards 

Leanne Maloney-Kelly 

  

 

 

 


